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Martin Gebbett

From: John Dammone <john@salvos.co.uk>
Sent: 24 January 2014 16:45
To: pamthompson@bdb-law.co.uk; transportandworksact@dft.gsi.gov.uk
Subject: Statement of Case - Leeds Trolley Bus scheme
Attachments: letter Secretary of State for Transport re NGT Leeds.docx

Dear Madam 
 
I am enclosing my initial objection now as my statement of case but would also like to reserve the right to add further 
information to it when we have had sight of the revised NGT business plan by Metro . We would hope to also see the 
modelling plan for the area around our businesses in order to make a fully  informed Statement of case. 
 
Yours Sincerely 
 
 
John Dammone 
For and on Behalf Of Salvo’s Restaurant Limited 
 
m  07976 401916 
t      0113 275 5017                                              e     john@salvos.co.uk 
w    www.salvos.co.uk                                        a      115 Otley Road, Headingley, Leeds, LS6 3PX 
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Secretary of State for Transport 
C/O Transport and Works Act Orders Unit 
General Counsel's Office 
Department of Transport 
Zone 1/18, Great Minster House 
33 Horseferry Road 
London SW1P 4DR 
18th October 2013 

Dear Secretary of State  

I am writing to you to object to the Transport Works Order Act for the proposed Leeds Trolleybus 
Scheme for the reasons below. 
I applaud Metro and Leeds City Council for recognizing that to drive the local economy forward 
Leeds needs an investment into improvements to its Transport infrastructure. Having looked in 
depth at the proposals for the NGT trolley Bus system I feel strongly though this is the wrong 
solution for Leeds for the reasons I will outline below and I strongly urge you NOT to approve the 
proposed NGT Trolley Bus scheme. 

This scheme will be detrimental to the local economy and is contrary to guidelines as laid down in 
the National Policy Planning Framework (2012)  which states “The Government is committed to 
ensuring that the planning system does everything it can to support sustainable economic 
growth.”  Planning should “recognise town centres as the heart of their communities and pursue 
policies to support their viability and vitality”. 

Without doubt the disruption caused during the construction phase will heap economic havoc on 
the Headingley area and the A660 corridor in general. Furthermore Metro itself concedes that, 
upon completion of the proposed scheme traffic congestion will increase along the A660 corridor 
so there is no pot of gold at the end of the rainbow for business in the locality.  

My experience of nearly 40 years of trading has shown that customers will quite simply avoid the 
area during the construction phase and will take their custom elsewhere. The result will be that 
many many businesses, already struggling in an economically depressed market, will not survive. 
At the completion of this project we will be left with an area whose character will be changed 
irrevocably for the worse. At the end of this journey, and the delivery of the promised questionable 
state-of- the-art transport system, will our children thank us for the economic wilderness we have 
bequeathed them? I doubt it 

At a budgeted cost of £250million this scheme does not deliver value for money for the taxpayer. I 
would urge Metro and Leeds City Council to think again and come up with a scheme that makes 
full use of emerging environmentally friendly technology such as Electric buses that would deliver 
many of the advantages that the Trolley Bus Scheme supposedly could deliver for substantially 
less financial outlay and with much less environmental impact.  

One of the attractions of the area of Headingley is the Character of the area helped to a large 
extent by the proliferation of trees helping create a quite unique feel for an urban location. The 
wholesale destruction of so many trees as proposed will alter said character irrevocably and have 
a direct impact on the economic viability of the area. 

As a business providing 50 local jobs I will without doubt have to lay off people during the 
construction phase and doubt if , at the completion of the proposed scheme I will be able to return 
to the previous levels of employment. My initial study into how I need to adapt my business model 
to allow me to remain in business is indicating a cut of 10 from my payroll which equates to 20% of 



my workforce. If these sorts of job losses were to be replicated across the area it would be 
devastating for the local economy. 

The above are all reasons why I object to the scheme. 

 

John Dammone 

Salvo’s Restaurant  

115 Otley Road 

Leeds LS6 3PX 

Tel 0113 2752752 

Email john@salvos.co.uk 
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